
UCD CUSP Submissions 

Process Mapping (2013 CUSP Award Winner) - Submitted by Kathy Illian, Director of Finance and 
Administration and Leah Lleras, HR and Faculty Affairs Manager, University of Colorado School of 
Medicine - Neurology 

Process Maps were created by Kathy and Leah to illustrate tasks performed in their department. Rather 
than using a Word document, they rely on simple visual diagrams to describe actions, participant flow 
and timelines needed to complete specific departmental functions. The diagrams are created in 
Microsoft Visio (flow-charting software), converted to PDF, and loaded on the Neurology Intranet with 
links to additional forms, supplemental documentation, screenshots, videos, and even audio files as 
appropriate. The maps are reviewed, edited, updated as needed and approved for publishing by the 
entire administrative staff in twice-monthly meetings. This mass review is critical as it ensures that there 
is no assumption of prior knowledge – the map should be clear enough that an employee on the very 
first day of work could perform the function using the process map as a guide. 

These process maps have been shown to improve the speed with which an employee becomes 
proficient in a job.  They also serve as printable checklists, which can be annotated with notes and 
reminders for each instance of its use. Process maps also provide, at a glance, an overall indication of 
the complexity of a process, the optimal timeline and deadlines, and the extent of the involvement of 
the participants – valuable information when allocating resources. 

Laboratory Mopping System Evaluation Process (2013 CUSP Award Winner) – Submitted by 
Michelle Wallace, Jamie Tackett, Laura Richardson, and Jori Leszczynski, Animal Research Services, 
University of Colorado School of Medicine  

This group used a scientific approach to develop a process to evaluate and ultimately implement a new 
mopping system for the vivarium at the Anschutz Medical Campus. Calculations were done to estimate 
optimal labor time, as well as chemical and water usage, while maintaining bio-exclusion requirements.  

By taking the time to perform a complete evaluation of the process, they were able to purchase and 
implement a system that has saved 3,900 hours of labor (which translates to $108,030.00), 619 gallons 
of chemical (which translates to $8,365.91), and 40,794 gallons of water per year. 

SOM ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TOOLBOX (2013 CUSP Award Winner) – 

Submitted by Terri C. Carrothers, Associate Dean, Administration and Finance, University of Colorado 

School of Medicine, in conjunction with the team of Cheryl Welch, Madeline Sembrat, Lisa Stanford, Chris 

Scanlan, Peggy McIntosh 

This team of administrative professionals worked together to identify knowledge deficits throughout  

the AMC campus in the areas of HR hiring, salary setting, multiple components of pay, finance, 

procurement, contracting, sensitive expenditures, SOM policies, ICR policies, and Fiscal reporting 



(among others). To counter these deficits, the group came up with a monthly training program in an 

effort to increase knowledge and proficiency, decrease mistakes, enhance fiscal compliance and provide 

employees with the tools to do their jobs better.  

By having the knowledge to do things correctly in the first place, work redundancies are decreased, 
fiscal errors are avoided, audit issues are minimized and the University saves time and money. The 
training is augmented by putting the “tools” on the SOM Administrative Toolbox website along with 
other information and links needed to assist employees with their work. 

Online Capstone Scheduling Form (2013 CUSP Award Winner) – Submitted by Eric Howell, IT 
Professional, School of Public Affairs 

This form was created to allow students to schedule their capstone presentations online; it notifies the 
coordinators of the capstone program when a presentation is scheduled, and identifies any media needs 
the student may have. Previously, students were scheduled using an unstable Excel spreadsheet, with 
requests for media assists handled separately. This online form has significantly streamlined 
administration of capstone presentations by reducing both the time and paperwork necessary to fulfill 
a presentation request. 

Job Process Tracking Spreadsheet (2013 CUSP Submission) – Submitted by Ashlee Powers, HR 

Senior Professional, University of Colorado School of Medicine -Orthopedics 

Ashlee has compiled an Excel workbook to document the processes associated with each of her 

job duties. For each new project or assignment undertaken, she creates a new tab in her Excel 

spreadsheet and documents all the steps in the process. This valuable documentation gives 

Ashlee a handy resource that can be revisited and revised as often as needed and ensures that 

she remains consistent and compliant in the performance of her job duties. This approach also 

allows her to share her processes with other co-workers or department administrators so they 

can fill in as needed. It also serves as a training tool in the event of turnover. 

Sponsored Project Administrative Checklist (2012 CUSP Submission) – Submitted by Jill Rogers, 
Business Services Assistant Director, Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University 
of Colorado School of Medicine 

Jill created a check list to document all of the critical steps in grant and project administration.  It is 
essential that all these steps be completed in a timely fashion to ensure compliance, accurate reporting, 
prompt collection of funds, appropriate expenditures and processing of subcontracts.  This check list 
ensures that the crucial steps for the initial set-up of a grant are reviewed and completed. This form is 
helpful not only to grant specialists, but also to PI’s or their laboratory technicians who do not have a 
grant specialist to rely upon. This form has prevented grant/contact processes from ‘falling through the 



cracks’ and has enabled the school to maintain a high standard of sponsored research administration 
and oversight. 

Grants and Projects Budget Template (2011 CUSP Award Winner) – Submitted by Jen Gartner, 
Grants & Contracts Manager, School of Public Administration 

Jen created detailed budget templates (in Excel) with auto-updating cells based on formulas for service 

center hourly rates, faculty salary, summer months, course buy-outs, fringe benefit rates, and indirect 

costs. The templates are based on NSF and Grants.gov budget requirements but can be easily adapted 

for other local, state, and national agencies and organizations. 

Most of the cells on the spreadsheet are locked down so that the formulas cannot be accidentally 

altered. Cells that require user input (work-months, travel, various direct costs, etc.) are highlighted. By 

inputting information into the highlighted cells, the budget basically creates itself. 

Principal Investigators (PIs) are able to quickly and conveniently put together a draft budget for their 

grant and contract proposals. Often, PIs overlook indirect costs, travel costs, the costs of fringe benefits, 

and other items; this leads to under-budgeting, which in turn creates problems at the proposal review 

stage. By using the detailed budget template, PIs can properly budget their proposals. The Excel file is 

included in all routings to the Office of Grants & Contracts for ease of proposal review. 
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